




























Accordion door:

Accordion doors have resemblance in shape to the 
musical instrument, these doors are both 
interesting-looking and practical. Although not as 
common or as popular as the classical types, 
accordion doors are sometimes the best option for 
certain types of settings or decors. They usually go 
from floor to ceiling and are used as separators 
between indoor and outdoor spaces, allowing these 
areas to become one by eliminating the physical 
barrier with ease. They can also be used indoors in 
certain spatial configurations.
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 SOME PHOTOS OF SLIDING DOOR IN RESEDENTIAL 

HOUSE



Sliding window

A sliding window is a horizontal 

window pane with a belt to slide to 

and fro. Slider window is one of the 

most popular today and is also 

known as glider or slider. It is 

especially similar to a double-sided 

hung window turned on its side.







Opening type:

The sliding window solution represents a version suitable 
for medium and small sized openings, the majority of 

which are windows. The hardware used does not provide 
adequate thermal and acoustic insulation on large openings.

This sliding solution allows for:

both openings can be sliding

upon request, a version with a sliding door and one fixed.



VERTICAL WINDOW

Vertical window options are taller than they are wide. Choose a vertical 

sliding window with either a double-hung or single-hung window. For a 

crank operation, casement options are a great choice.



VERTICAL WINDOW DETAILS



CASE STUDY:-

 Aluminum window with two sliding leaves plan, 

elevation, sections and fixing details



 Aluminum window with two sliding leaves plan, 

elevation, sections and fixing details



 Aluminum window 

with two sliding 

leaves sections and 

fixing details



Advantages



Disadvantages



Horizontal vs vertical sliding window

Horizontal:

This window type is the most 

common, with sashes that can be 

operated by sliding left or right within 

a single frame. Both sides can be 

opened simultaneously, allowing fresh 

air into your home.

Vertical:

Also known as the double hung 

window, it is likewise a common 

choice among homeowners looking 

for replacement windows. It can still 

provide increased ventilation for your 

home; the only difference is that both 

operable sashes are slid up and down.



Sliding Windows and Their Ideal Fit

The horizontal sliding window is your best choice 
if you are pursuing a modern look for your home. 
You can have it installed in your kitchen or 
bathroom where it can be hard to reach. Your 
bedroom can have a sliding window like this since 
it gives you enough ventilation, allowing you to 
sleep soundly at night. Meanwhile, the vertical 
sliding window is great for areas of your home 
like the patio or deck.


